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Value creation story for period through 2030
PERSOL Group is working to realize our Group Vision
“Work, and Smile” by creating new value and thereby
meeting expectations in society.

PERSOL’s promise to society

Personnel who have been
honestly helping working
individuals

Individuals’ working styles change with the
Social trust built by providing
value for society over many
years

Abundant information on
personnel and human resources
collected by staff and
companies

Healthy financial basis for
business growth

Five Core
Principles
Individuals’ working styles change
with the advancement of
technologies in various industries.

Corporate
philosophy

Business activities results

Group key strategy

Business targets

1
Focusing on each individual

Social value

2
Innovating through technologies
3
Extending our value globally

Career SBU

Offer the cutting-edge services in
society to expand personnel’s
potentials

Solution SBU
Connect personnel with
organizations optimally in the
Asia-Pacific region Corporate strategies

Asia Pacific SBU

Feel satisfied with and appreciation for
PERSOL’s services, and support PERSOL.
Service users (including job seekers)

Use PERSOL’s services and act on their own to
“grab work chances.”

Staffing SBU

Professional Outsourcing SBU

Staffing SBU
Staff

Service users (including job seekers)

Connect personnel
with organizations optimally

Contribute to realization of
prosperous society based on
the power of personnel and
technologies

Set the vision “Work, and Smile;”
make assessments and improvements

Career SBU

Business domain

Professional Outsourcing SBU
Corporate strategies

People live and work longer all over
the world.

OUTPUTS

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

Customers / staff members
Staff members of both customer companies
and PERSOL work in a way they can be
themselves.

Solution SBU
Service users
It is possible for as many individuals as
possible to build more affluent, enriched
careers in the changing and altering society.

Asia Pacific SBU

Economic value

Deep, wide and abundant
connections with customers
formed through personal
interactions

SDGs

PERSOL’s staff members

Work environment
changes PERSOL foresees

Realize sustainable society

SBU business strategies

We will propose new working and work force
styles in this era where more people live to be
100 years old, and help improve work
engagement of every individual so our vision
“Work, and Smile” can be realized.

INPUTS
Sources of value creation

OUTCOMES
Society that PERSOL envisions
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Career, work style

Work-life style (time, place)

Types of jobs, employment

Provide various “work” options in line with individuals’ personal preference.

Support individuals’ work styles in each stage in life.

Help individuals find their potentials and options continuously.
Interview, personal records

Learning

Community

Coaching
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Create
new work
and work force styles

Create new businesses
through digital innovation

Introduce more advanced core businesses via digitization

Utilize corporate data

Utilize personal data

Develop foundation for data use
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Strengthen business and
management base in
the Asia-Pacific region.

Improve local business
in the Asia-Pacific region.

2023

Provide greater value for areas
outside the Asia-Pacific region.

2030

